
   

 

 

COURSE 

PROSPECTUS 

Praise for Clarke’s Latin I: 

“This substantial volume will be warmly welcomed by prep school teachers... 
Thorough in its treatment – as one would expect from the author of Variatio – the 
workbook format and sheer profusion of exercises of all kinds will save many of us 

from reinventing wheels and ensure that our pupils lay down the solid foundations so 
vital at this early stage in their classical careers.” 

– BOB BASS, Head of Classics at Orwell Park School and ISEB’s chief setter for CE 
and CASE Latin 
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Philosophy of the Course 

Clarke’s Latin seeks to ensure complete mastery to the new Common Entrance standard. 

Outline of the Course 

PART I amo; negatives & conjunctions; mensa; adverbs; subordination; prepositions; 
imperatives; interrogatives; unseen translation and prose composition. 

PART II Revision of all topics in Part I; imperfect and future tenses; moneo; dominus, magister, 
puer and bellum; bonus, pulcher and miser; formation of adverbs and sum. 

PART III Revision of all topics in Parts I-II; perfect tense; rego, audio and capio; infinitives; ego 
and tu; suus; cardinal numbers (1-10); exam technique & consolidation; Level 1 CE. 

PART IV Revision of topics from Parts I-III; possum; rex and opus; tristis and ingens; comparatives; 
superlatives; irregular comparatives & superlatives; ego, tu, is and se; cardinal numbers 
(11-20); exam technique & consolidation; Level 2 CE. 

PART V Revision of topics from Parts I-IV; res; principal parts; time expressions; place; 
cardinal numbers (30-90, centum and mille); ordinals (1st-10th); passives; instrument & 
agent; the perfect passive participle; indirect statements; hic, ille, ipse, idem & alius; 
volo, nolo, eo & fero; exam technique & consolidation; Level 3 CE. 

PRACTICE 
PAPERS 

Thirty complete practice papers (ten at each level) in the new format, with 
corresponding mark schemes. 

Volume of Resources 

At over 2,000 pages, 20,000 questions and 30,000 words of continuous prose, this course 
represents the most extensive set of rudimentary Latin resources ever created. 

Through the latest in computer generation, Clarke’s Latin provides every possible permutation 
of the prescribed vocabulary. 

This abundance of material is designed to ensure sufficient practice for even the weakest of 
students, while also providing tasks to challenge the most able. Differentiation is thus 
hardwired into the course. 

Variety of Resources 

Each chapter contains a gradated series of exercises. 

These typically begin with individual words or phrases for analysis and formation. Sentences 
follow, from Latin into English and vice versa, often in several iterations of increasing difficulty. 
These sentences consist solely of words from the specified vocabulary, which are introduced in 
advance of their appearance. 
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Once the pupil has thus mastered a particular topic, passages are provided for unseen 
translation, as well as prose composition and comprehension and grammatical questions. 
Words outside the specified vocabulary are glossed. 

Streamlining the Role of the Teacher 

In acknowledgement of the growing administrative burdens on teachers today, Clarke’s Latin 
sets out to provide the maximum resources with the minimum of effort. 

Clarke’s Latin is a complete course in workbook format, eliminating the need for exercise 
books, files and other papers. All answers are written inside it and may be readily self-marked 
by the pupil using the corresponding Teacher’s Key. 

It can thus fulfil policy requirements for self- and peer-marking, while the teacher need only 
check that this has taken place and mark key pieces of work such as continuous proses. 

It is hoped too that the breadth of materials ensure it is never necessary for the teacher to 
produce further resources. 

System of Analysis and Annotation 

After covering the present tense and the nominative case, Clarke’s Latin moves on to adverbs 
and subordination. 

These are introduced alongside a comprehensive system of analysing and annotating sentences 
according to cases and parts of speech. This ensures that, from the very start, the pupil sets 
about translating from Latin in a logical and structured way. The book’s first unseen translation 
follows, containing only nominative nouns. 

Here is the first paragraph of that unseen, including the annotations. 

(olim) schola laborat. grammatista imperat. iuvat [et] nuntiat, / [dum] puellae laborant. 

puellae (bene) laborant, / [quod] grammatista spectat. [si] puellae (diu) laborant, / 

grammatista laudat. 

Only once this method of approaching passages is mastered does the course move on to the 
accusative case. As further topics are covered, the system of analysis expands to include them. 

Indices 

In addition to vocabulary lists and glossaries, each volume of Clarke’s Latin supplies summaries 
of vocabulary, accidence, grammatical terminology and the system for analysis and annotation 
of sentences. 
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Also included are full Latin to English and English to Latin dictionaries. 

Parts III, IV and V supply the equivalent each of four full practice papers at Levels 1, 2 and 3 
respectively. 

Pupil Engagement 

Though Clarke’s Latin takes a traditional and rigorously grammatical approach to Latin, it is 
hoped that the materials within it are stimulating and enjoyable for the pupil. 

A wide variety of lively stories from Roman and Greek mythology and history make up the 
continuous proses, as well as a few appearances from such modern-day figures as Hercule 
Poirot, René from ’Allo! ’Allo! and Nigellus Farrago. 

Also included are regular derivation exercises and discussions of both English etymology and 
ancient life and culture. 

About the Author 

Ed Clarke is an exam setter for Common Entrance Latin with ISEB and co-chair of the 
consultation committee for the new CE Classics specifications. 

He is Head of Classics at Highfield School as well as the author of Variatio: A Scholarship Latin 
Course, IAPS Classics Adviser and former editor of the SATIPS Classics Broadsheet. He has written 
for The Spectator, the TES, The Independent, Quinquennium and the Journal of Classics Teaching and 
has addressed conferences for IAPS and Keynote. 

He campaigns for traditional, knowledge-rich teaching and tweets at @ClarkesLatin. 

About Variatio 

Variatio: A Scholarship Latin Course was published in two parts in July 2015. 

The course begins ab initio and concludes beyond GCSE level. It featured in The Spectator in 
September 2014 and subsequently in the Journal of Classics Teaching. It was endorsed by Bob 
Bass, chief exam setter for ISEB, and backed by top senior schools including Eton, 
Westminster, Tonbridge and Marlborough. 

Ordering Clarke’s Latin 

Please see www.clarkeslatin.co.uk to download an order form. 

Sample chapters from all volumes of Clarke’s Latin are also available. 

http://www.clarkeslatin.co.uk/

